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Farm Animals
by by (artist) Xavier Deneux
Twirl • On Sale: Jan 22/19 • 6.75 x 6.75 • 12 pages
9791027606047 • $18.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Farm Animals • Baby Basics

Which animal is it? Xavier Deneux's bold illustrations of familiar farm animals make for a
clever visual guessing game for the youngest readers with the use of sliding tabs, which can
reveal colors in the animal . . . or even reveal what the animals are! Baby Basics™ books
encourage tactile exploration, support hand-eye coordination, and help develop strong
cognitive skills. That mission complements the findings of experts that interactive books
featuring high-contrast visuals stimulate baby's brain development, as well as keep them
engaged and entertained (...)

Baby Animals
by Stephanie Babin, illustrated by Thierry Bedouet
Twirl • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 10 x 8.50 • 12 pages
9782408007935 • $17.99 • board book • Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / Baby Animals •
PlayTabs

Big, sturdy tabs to push and pull make for great learning fun in this brand-new nonfiction
series. Baby Animals introduces a unique approach to telling preschool children about baby
animals, featuring three pull tabs on each spread. Pull a tab to see a chick hatch from an
egg or tadpoles become young frogs, push a tab to see a baby emperor penguin keep warm
between his daddy's feet or a lion cub learn to hunt. With bite-size information just right for
hungry young minds, Baby Animals isa welcome (...)

The Human Body
by Stephanie Babin, illustrated by Ilaria Falorsi
Twirl • On Sale: Mar 20/19 • 8.50 x 10 • 12 pages
9782408008505 • $17.99 • pb • Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Body

Big, sturdy tabs to push and pull make for great learning fun in this brand-new nonfiction
series. Preschool children learn how special their bodies are in this innovative format,
featuring three pull-tabs on each spread. Pull a tab to see how to take care of your body or
what our five senses are, and push a tab to take a close look at an X-ray of a skeleton! With
just the right amount of age-appropriate information, Body is the perfect title to add to any
young (...)

Colors
by by (artist) Jacques Duquennoy
Twirl • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 7 x 7 • 32 pages
9791036304262 • $17.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Colors • Zoe and Zack

Using die-cut pages and printed acetate, Jacques Duquennoy introduces the concept of
colors to preschoolers in a clever and innovative way. This addiiton to the Zoe and Zack™
series shows best friends Zoe and Zack armed with paintbrushes, ready to paint shapes of
different colors. But what are they painting? Turn the acetate pages to find out! They
transform a few blobs of color into a fish, a seal, a big purple turtle, and much more!
Fostering creativity and encouraging imagination, Colors will show children just how
colorful-and (...)
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Feelings
by Alice Le Henand, illustrated by Thierry Bedouet
Twirl • On Sale: Jan 22/19 • 8 x 7 • 14 pages
9782408007928 • $17.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Social / Emotions & Feelings •
Pull and Play

It's never too early to encourage children to talk about how they feel. This newest title in the
Pull and Play BooksTM series provides reassurance and support through gently humorous
situations. Children will identify with feelings voiced by Little Crocodile and his friends. Using
pull-tabs to control the changing pictures, children are empowered to apply their newly
learned knowledge to their own experience. A timely and important addition to preschool
books about social and emotionalgrowth (...)

Who Lives Where?
by Stephanie Babin, illustrated by Kiko
Twirl • On Sale: Jan 22/19 • 8.25 x 9 • 14 pages
9782408007966 • $17.99 • board book • Juvenile Nonfiction / Animals / General

Sliding panels of animals near and far make for a delightful and satisfying format for
matching game fun! Each of the 36 panels features a different animal from various habitats:
garden, farm, savanna, and even in the ocean. Young children will be challenged to match
the animals to where they rest or live with their families. Where do cows sleep at night?
Where do meerkats make their homes? Where do clownfish live? Young children slide the
panels to reveal the answers! The big scene in every spread offers clues to (...)

Touch and Explore Construction
by Stephanie Babin, illustrated by Benjamin Becue
Twirl • On Sale: Jan 22/19 • 9 x 8 • 16 pages
9782408007942 • $21.50 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Machinery • Touch
and Explore

Bumpy roads, rough wood beams, and smooth concrete-there's so much to discover in this
Touch and ExploreTM book that's all about construction!
Touch and ExploreTM, the critically acclaimed multisensory series created to encourage
hands-on play and learning, invites children to find out about construction-and much more-
right at the tip of their finger (...)

Pirates
by Ines Adam, illustrated by Didier Balicevic
Twirl • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 9.50 x 12.50 • 12 pages
9791027606030 • $29.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Pirates • Magnetology

Heave ho! Set sail on a high-seas adventure with swashbuckling pirates in search of
treasure in this new MagnetologyTM title. Kids can use the forty-five magnetic pieces
included to fill five dramatic oversize scenes, which include a look inside a pirate ship and a
big battle! This all-in-one play set features fascinating information: What is the Jolly Roger?
Can cackle fruit be eaten? Where is the crow's nest? When play is done, the pieces can be
readily stored in the handy pocket in the front of (...)
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Seasons
by by (artist) Philip Giordano
Twirl • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 9.50 x 11.25 • 10 pages
9782408007898 • $21.50 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Concepts / Seasons

Turn the wheels for year-round fun! In this innovative seek-and-find book with two sturdy
wheels that work with each spread, Philip Giordano's brightly colored, geometric artwork
features fantastic scenes for each season, plus a bonus scene that incorporates all four
seasons. Where is the ladybug hiding in spring? What about the red crab in summer? The
wheels serve as prompts, not only to find iconic elements of the different seasons, but to
find them in specific colors. An irresistibleformat that helps train preschoolers' observation
skills and visual (...)

LEAD

Ha-ha! Made You Laugh!
by Stephanie Babin, illustrated by Vincent Mathy
Twirl • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 20 pages
9782408007959 • $13.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Humorous Stories

Get ready to laugh out loud! Scratch the stripes of the zebra. Can you guess what will
happen? Open the big flap . . . oh no! The zebra's stripes are all scratched off! Tap on a
camel's hump . . . what happens? Open the big flap . . . one of its humps has disappeared!
In this side-splittingly funny book that focuses on physical humor, kids will tickle, make a
face, or blow a kiss-a different action on each spread-then lift the big flaps to reveal the
unexpected and ridiculous results! An exceptionally silly (...)

Cars
by Geraldine Krasinski, illustrated by Olivier Latyk
Twirl • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 9.25 x 8.25 • 22 pages
9782408007904 • $21.50 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Transportation / Cars & Trucks • AllAbout

Turn a wheel to see cars of yesteryear, slide a new car onto a car carrier, pull a tab to wash
a car, or help fill it with gas! The more than 20 flaps, pull tabs, and other moveable parts
throughout add to the learning fun. From the manufacture of the first cars to what goes on at
a garage, gas station, and car wash, Cars provides just the right amount of information for
young minds. It's a comprehensive look into the exciting world of these four-wheeled
vehicles that (...)

100% Yoga
by Elisabeth Jouane, illustrated by Ilya Green
Twirl • On Sale: Mar 19/19 • 12 x 8.50 • 56 pages
9791036304255 • $22.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Health / Fitness & Exercise

Yoga Together! is an essential guide for sharing with young children aged 3 to 7. Regardless
of level, the easy-to-follow instructions and detailed illustrations will enable both grown-up
and child to benefit from a regular routine of yoga poses, self-massage techniques, and
relaxation exercises. Step-by-step scripted lessons explaining the postures and activities
are written in language to engage young children with easy-to-understand terms. An
innovative tabletop easel format makes Yoga Together! a very handy reference. So grab a
couple of mats and (...)
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The Ultimate Book of Planet Earth
by Anne-Sophie Baumann, illustrated by Didier Balicevic
Twirl • On Sale: Mar 5/19 • 10 x 13.50 • 18 pages
9791027605620 • $29.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Earth Sciences •
Ultimate Book of

The internationally successful Ultimate Book series expands its scope to embrace-very
appropriately-the whole world! The Ultimate Book of Planet Earth offers lots of opportunity
for hands-on interaction using flaps, tabs, pop-ups, and more! Pull a tab to see how magma
erupts from a volcano, turn a page for a giant pop-up of a mountain range, or rotate a wheel
to move the blades of a wind turbine! This book explores not only the geology of the Earth-
oceans, continents, and the formationof mountains and volcanoes (...)

LEAD

Super Mazes in Space!
by by (artist) Loic Mehee
Twirl • On Sale: Feb 19/19 • 8.5 x 12 • 26 pages
9782408007911 • $26.50 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Interactive Adventures

Ten incredible mazes combine with a space adventure to provide a stellar game book for
every puzzle-solving kid! Comics artist Loic Mehee, who created the fantastic pop-up seek-
and-find book The Great Escape, has come up with yet another impressive display of well-
constructed, intricate mazes, and a thrilling space story involving Reducto, a supervillain
who snacks on planets! It's up to the reader to help intergalactic detectives Celeste and
Neutrino stop him . . . before it's too late! The mazes will entertain and challenge kids' brains
while improving (...)
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